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Introduction

Every two years, the ACRL Research Planning and Review Committee conducts an environmental scan to summarize the key themes and trends in higher education and their potential implications for academic libraries. Committee members determined this year’s themes based on a review of news media, academic literature, grey literature, and other sources from 2021 and 2022. While themes such as scholarly communications, student assessment, and shared print continue to have impact, new themes around legislative interference, controlled digital lending, and digital transformation have also emerged. Common threads can be found across these themes including an increased focus on diversity, equity, and inclusion, the enduring legacy of COVID, and the continued impact of technology. The extensive footnotes provide a wealth of additional information and avenues of inquiry for those interested.

Economics & Administration of Higher Education

With campuses nationwide returning more fully to in-person instruction during this past year, student enrollment and graduation rates have shown signs of recovery. According to data collected by the National Student Clearinghouse (NSC) Research Center, the decline in undergraduate enrollment experienced in fall 2022 was closer to pre-pandemic rates—a decline of 1.1% compared to 2.1% in fall 2021 and 3.2% in fall 2020. While enrollment at four-year institutions declined slightly, community colleges, on the other hand, experienced a 0.9% increase in freshmen enrollment this fall. In contrast, enrollment at Historically Black Colleges and Universities grew by 2.5% this year, but enrollment at Hispanic-Serving Institutions was slowly recovering, with a 1.2% decline this fall compared to 4.8% in fall 2021.¹ While there has been improvement, enrollment has continued to decline overall over the last two years. It appears that the pandemic simply exaggerated an existing downward trend in higher education enrollment.

In addition to demographic trends, factors such as a decline in underrepresented groups’ enrollment, lower rates of high school graduates, continued growth of online degree programs, unsuccessful transitions from two-year to four-year institutions, and competition from the job market have created challenges for universities and colleges in providing affordable and sustainable education for a diverse student population.² On the other hand, based on preliminary

federal data, the pandemic did not have an impact on the graduation rate, which has continued to increase each year in recent decades.3

Student debt continues to be a concern. The American Council on Education found promising signs that “higher education as a whole is trying to minimize undergraduate student loan debt,” but noted that graduate student debt has grown rapidly at the same time.4 Although there are fewer graduate borrowers than undergraduate borrowers, the total amount disbursed to graduate students was much higher than expected.5 To alleviate the pandemic effect on the student loan burden and make higher education more affordable, in August 2022, President Biden and Secretary of Education Cardona announced plans to support student borrowers through debt cancellation of up to $20,000 for eligible Pell Grant recipients and other actions that will provide nearly $48 billion in loan relief to over 1.8 million borrowers.6 However, implementation of this loan relief is currently blocked by court orders. While waiting for the Supreme Court to review this case, the U.S. Department of Education extended the pause on student loan repayment, interest, and collection.7

Even with the financial aid provided to Pell Grant recipients, data shows that there are fewer affordable public higher education options for low-income students than 10 years ago. According to the National College Attainment Network, higher education has become less affordable over time—by 2019-2020, only 40% of community colleges and 24% of four-year institutions in their study were deemed affordable.8


At the same time, government funding for higher education has generally been maintained during the pandemic, and state funding is expected to increase this year.9 However, higher education institutions have not been affected equally. Wealthy institutions have found opportunities to acquire and merge with other institutions as well as grow their wealth through endowments.10 Before the pandemic, there was also a nationwide rise in consolidations among regional public universities and colleges to increase efficiency. In 2021, Ithaka S+R analyzed a series of case studies on this consolidation trend and revealed complexities related to the implementation process and the impact on equity.11 These mergers showed early signs of success in evidence of student enrollments, retention, and graduation rates. However, the process was not without resistance from stakeholders.

Given that higher education institutions are experiencing financial and organizational changes, how will these changes impact student lives, and what policies can be established to better serve students during these unpredictable times? While Ithaka S+R found evidence of success in their consolidation studies, they also warned that underserved students (for example, students of color and lower-income students) are at higher risk of being left out during these changes as well as faculty and staff of color. Especially when a minority-serving institution is involved in a consolidation, careful planning, preparation, and engagement is needed to create opportunities to benefit underserved and underfunded students, programs, faculty, and communities.12

A survey of senior administrators at U.S. colleges and universities revealed that their immediate top priorities for fall 2021 included supporting student well-being and developing strategies for meaningful diversity, equity, and inclusion.13 Conversely, they ranked external pressures and challenges such as strengthening civic and democratic engagement and contesting the spread of misinformation near the bottom of their list of concerns along with re-envisioning and supporting liberal arts programs. The finding was partially confirmed by another national survey of campus
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12 Kurzweil et al., “Public College and University Consolidations and the Implications for Equity.”

stakeholders about the most crucial challenges confronting higher education after the pandemic.\textsuperscript{14} Facing financial constraints and overcoming persistent inequalities are the top concerns identified by stakeholders from all types of institutions. When asked about the top priorities for their institutions regarding undergraduate teaching and learning, nearly 70\% highlighted the need to improve and increase diversity at their institution.

According to an international survey of researchers and research office leaders across the U.S., the UK, and Australia, research funding remains a top priority, together with an increasing focus on research collaboration and interdisciplinary work among researchers.\textsuperscript{15} Overburdened researchers need stronger research support in various areas, but research office leaders reported limited time and resources to provide the needed services. Research office leaders also reported difficulties in maintaining online portals of research expertise and demonstrating research impact using both traditional and other metrics.

A key area in which libraries and research offices have started to develop collaborations is providing support for compliance-related areas, such as open access compliance.\textsuperscript{16} Ithaka S+R observed optimistically that the global research enterprise continued to grow during and after the pandemic. For example, as a result of relief bills in the U.S., funding agencies boosted academic research in science, technology, engineering, mathematics, and medicine. University leaders generally described their institutional strategies as geared more toward the goal of growing the size, quality, and impact of their research enterprise rather than enrollment.\textsuperscript{17} Another Ithaka S+R report calls special attention to “research cores,” defined as “shared research enablement facilities that are used on a cross-department basis,” which have become a key component to the research enterprise.\textsuperscript{18} Similar to information technology and library departments on campus, research cores are going through a period of internal centralization and cross-institutional coordination. Combining cost recovery with subsidization, seeking grants and other sources of public funds, emphasizing sharing and access, and being adaptive to user needs, the business model of research cores might offer inspiration to other departments within the research enterprise.\textsuperscript{19}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{14} Finley, Ashley. “Campus Challenges and Strategic Priorities in a Time of Change: A National Survey of Campus Stakeholders.” Association of American Colleges and Universities, 2021.
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Implications

- When providing support for undergraduate student learning and success, libraries have to assess the unique needs of underserved user groups. Libraries are uniquely positioned and have the ability to develop accommodations and services to meet these needs.
- Supporting affordable higher education and reducing student costs are two strategic opportunities for academic libraries to directly impact the lives of students in higher education.
- As higher education institutions focus on growing their research enterprise, library leaders should identify and strengthen areas where libraries could make unique contributions to research support, separately or in collaboration with other departments.

Polarization, Politicization, and Civic Discourse

Darrell M. West, writing for the Brookings Institution, recently stated that “Democratic systems require the free flow of information, mechanisms to hold leaders accountable, and healthy civic discourse. Many of these features are under attack right now in the knowledge sector, with ominous consequences for universities, nonprofits, and think tanks.”

The philosopher John Dewey over one hundred years ago argued that it is education that continually creates the next generation of democratic citizens. Academic librarians and information professionals in higher education both play a role in representative democracy through our roles as educators but are also affected by the state of civic discourse, academic freedom, and other aspects of the contemporary political climate. This is an exceptionally important topic as Americans are divided, politically polarized, and quickly losing faith in American democracy.

Some examples of the current relationship between state legislatures and higher education include a failed attempt to eliminate tenure in Iowa’s three public universities and Florida Bill SB 7044, allowing the Florida Board of Governors, the governing body for the State University System of Florida, to adopt regulations requiring “each tenured state university faculty member

---


to undergo a comprehensive post-tenure review every 5 years." This would include addressing "performance metrics," "compensation considerations," and "productivity." Additionally, Tennessee House Bill 2670 states that a "public institution of higher education shall not:...Conduct any mandatory training of students or employees if the training includes one (1) or more divisive concepts." Such divisive concepts include "a meritocracy is inherently racist or sexist" and "All Americans are not created equal and are not endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, including, life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." The legislation also notes it "shall not be interpreted to:....Infringe on the rights of academic freedom of faculty in public institutions of higher education." Overall “36 states have adopted or introduced laws or policies that restrict teaching about race and racism” though such legislation primarily concerns K-12 education. The nonprofit PEN America labels such attempts “educational gag orders,” noting that as of August 2022 such bills are increasingly targeting LGBTQIA2S+ identities, becoming more punitive, and “have targeted higher education more frequently” in 2022 than in 2021. As illustrated by two recent essays in the *Chronicle of Higher Education*, while there is a long history of cooperation between government and higher education, there has also long been tension and political interference. In the current climate of polarization and politicization, heightening tensions continue to impact policy, promotion and tenure, legislation, the perceived value of college degrees, and funding.

**Academic Freedom Debate**

Free speech debates often occur through ideological or political lenses. Scholars have argued that interpretations of “freedom of speech” have been perverted by alt-right groups conflating free
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28 Young, Jeremy C. and Friedman, Jonathan, “America’s Censored Classrooms,” PEN America, August 17, 2022.


speech with hate speech, turning campuses into politicized battlefields. Nowhere is this more evident than when politically-motivated students on college campuses “engage with provocation and discuss speech rights in relation to diversity issues.” Students across the U.S. are also becoming more active in dialogues and demonstrations about racial and social justice issues such as labor, Black Lives Matter, and voters’ rights. In order to attract and serve an increasingly diverse student body, colleges and universities attempt to demonstrate support for diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility (DEIA) by adopting DEIA recruiting statements and competency requirements for their administrators and faculty, but some critics claim such actions amount to “compelled speech” and violate academic freedom and the First Amendment.

DEIA, Retention, and Virtue Signaling

Though colleges and universities in recent years have increasingly been signaling support for DEIA via their mission statements and efforts to recruit a diverse workforce, isolating and “tokenized” campus cultures continue to negatively impact retention. When institutions acknowledge but fail to address systemic inequalities and white supremacy within their organizations, DEIA efforts may amount to virtue signaling and hand-waving (i.e., an insincere attempt at demonstrating solidarity with a social issue). DEIA work within higher education and specifically white workers and educators behind DEIA initiatives have come under scrutiny for self-proclaimed “expertise.”

---


33 Kidder and Binder, “The Politics of Speech on Campus.”


35 We acknowledge there are many variations of acronyms including DEI, EDI, DEIA, etc. We have chosen one for editorial consistency.


work and professionally profiting from the lived experiences of BIPOC [Black, Indigenous, and People of Color].”  

Despite historic and ongoing evidence of racial disparity in college admissions, the Supreme Court is currently hearing “two cases challenging the constitutionality of race-conscious admission.” There exists a real possibility that affirmative action will be declared unconstitutional in the near future.

**Anti-LGBTQIA2S+ Legislation**

Over the past three years, there has been an upsurge in anti-trans rhetoric in the media, reported cases of violence, and hostile legislation. The 2022 UCLA Williams Institute’s “Educational Experiences of Transgender People” survey results “demonstrate that experiences of discrimination against transgender people are not unique to high school and also occur in higher education settings.” Over a third of trans respondents “experienced bullying, harassment, or assault,” about 25% “said that lifetime adverse treatment…impacted their academic success,” and “more than half of transgender students” reported poor mental health during their time in higher education. Although the recent *Dobbs* decision overturning *Roe v. Wade* has largely been discussed in terms of its impact on reproductive health, alongside organized efforts to criminalize youth access to gender-affirming care, the decision brings into question the basic
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rights people have over their own bodies and further compounds the threat to decades of progress made by trans activists to receive gender-affirming healthcare. A 2021 poll conducted by The Trevor Project found that “two-thirds of LGBTQ youth [aged 13-24] report that recent debates about state laws restricting the rights of transgender people have negatively impacted their mental health,” and additionally found that “the impact is even greater among trans and non-binary youth” (85%).

Within 2022, at least six anti-LGBTQIA2S+ bills implicated colleges and universities. According to Human Rights Campaign data, 13 out of the 23 states to introduce anti-LGBTQIA2S+ bills have signed bills into law. These bills promote exclusionary K-12 practices which “aim to fully disenfranchise trans people from public life beginning in childhood,” threaten the use of inclusive practices across school districts with “endless litigation” and “financial costs,” and “interrupt and mediate the college-going process for trans girls.” Many colleges and universities are well-positioned to “create policies to protect transgender students on campus,” and there are opportunities to internally examine practices and policies to better support LGBTQIA2S+ students, staff, and faculty on campuses.

Critical Race Theory Bans

Critical race theory (CRT) has come under siege as a “divisive concept” in K-12 classrooms and has even been described as “state-sanctioned racism.” Within the past year, colleges, universities, and educators have increasingly been targeted for teaching CRT and adjacent topics. In 2022 alone, “46% of all educational gag orders…implicate higher education directly,” with
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violations resulting anywhere from restricting public schools and some colleges “from hiring anyone who teaches [CRT] in any context” to “loss of access to state funding” entirely.58 The CRT Forward Tracking Project reports there have been “about 100 instances where states, countries, or the federal government tried to limit or eliminate CRT from college classrooms,” with data showing that every state except for Delaware has “anti-CRT measures implemented at some level.”59 However, as argued by CRT Forward Tracking Project’s director Taifha N. Alexander, these efforts intentionally mischaracterize CRT in order to “ensure that the nation can’t realize its full potential as a multiracial democracy.”60 Further, opponents that view America as a “colorblind” or “post-racial” society may conclude that CRT is antithetical to progress,61 ignoring the reality that systems of oppression continue to exist. Pushback on topics covered within CRT, critical theory in general, intersectionality theory, and queer theory elicit a slew of questions for the future of higher education and the implications for academic libraries, such as “whose history” is taught, “who gets to make these decisions,” and “how critical” educators and librarians can be.62

Civic Discourse

These developments pose a threat to academic freedom within higher education and contribute to the further decline of civic discourse. To counter the increasing polarization and politicization, groups within and outside of higher education have undertaken various efforts to create more productive and less polarizing civic discourse through community-building and other strategies. These efforts describe work within institutions and between institutions and the general public. In the book *Generous Thinking*, Dr. Kathleen Fitzpatrick, Director of Digital Humanities at Michigan State University, argues for academicians to think more constructively than competitively—to cultivate listening over speaking and community over competition.63 Civic Switchboard, an IMLS-supported effort, aims to “further democratize data” and support “equitable access to information” by hosting open discussions, writing on topics like civic data partnerships, and pursuing other initiatives.64 The Constructive Dialog Institute, a non-profit


60 Goodman, “Researchers Did a Deep Dive.”


organization founded in 2017, publishes open access studies and reports on topics related to cultivating intellectual humility, reducing polarization, and fostering constructive responses to conflict. For example, one report examined an online learning program’s ability “to foster openness to diverse perspectives and equip students with evidence-based practices for engaging in dialogue across differences.”

Implications

- Academic libraries have the opportunity and ability to advocate for intellectual freedom, improve civic discourse, and foster constructive dialogue across differences—all of which could have direct and real consequences for democracy.
- Library administrators should work with campus administrators in developing and enacting policy that is both socially responsible and supportive of academic freedom.
- Academic libraries should increase awareness of social justice issues through programming and outreach with campus and community stakeholders.
- Library administrators should ensure when developing and implementing inclusive policies that they are considerate of multiple vectors of identity and axes of oppression.
- Librarians should critically examine current institutional commitment to practices and policies that support LGBTQIA2S+ and BIPOC students, faculty, and staff beyond one-shot internal DEIA workshops or trainings.

Teaching & Learning

Pedagogy

Mirroring a broader trend in higher education, library pedagogies have also been evolving toward inclusive practices, evidence-based teaching, and critical discourses. Recent examples of this trend in library information literacy include using critical discourse analysis to modify the language in library orientation sessions toward greater inclusivity, using a culturally-responsive


teaching pedagogy to investigate teaching practices and develop new models, an entire special issue of *College & Research Libraries* dedicated toward critical reflection on the library one-shot instruction session, and efforts to understand and recognize the first year student populations that often participate in library instruction.

Another continuing trend in library pedagogy has been an effort to extend and innovate on ACRL’s *Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education*. Recent publications highlight librarian efforts to teach and assess the framework effectively online including the use of flipped classroom models and examination of librarian roles in instruction during the pandemic.

**Focusing Assessment Efforts on Student Success**

Assessment toward demonstrating the value and impact of services is not a new phenomenon in libraries. This trend has been in progress for well over a decade and efforts in this area contributed to the publication of the ACRL’s Value of Academic Libraries Report. However, recent cultural and technological shifts have pushed assessment efforts in a student-centered direction with a more holistic approach to data collection. A recent EDUCAUSE trends report explores the cultural transformation in post-pandemic higher education toward a focus on the student experience. This transformation is developing alongside a trend toward increasing
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69 For one example of an article in this special issue, see Pho et al., “You Only Get One Shot.”


accessibility of institution-level data and breaking down data silos within institutions. The convergence of these trends has led to a wave of recent studies that tie library services, particularly instruction, to student success in powerful ways. These include studies of the impact of library instruction, library use, and credit-bearing information literacy courses. However, this increased focus on quantitative indicators and move toward online learning in the pandemic has also drawn scrutiny that the results are not impactful enough to justify the attendant student privacy concerns. These concerns are also discussed in the higher education data and learning analytics sections of this report.

Implications

- Instruction librarians have many ways to update information literacy pedagogical practices and assessments using critical discourses and theories or through the lenses of diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility.
- Libraries may have more opportunities to explore student success initiatives in novel ways—using qualitative and quantitative methods to investigate the relationships between library resources and instructional sessions and various dimensions of student academic achievement and success. There may also be an increased expectation at the institutional level that library assessment will draw from institutional data sources.
- As institutions continue to develop student success initiatives, academic libraries will need to identify how their resources, services, and programming support and further such strategic institutional efforts.

Enduring Influence of COVID

Even as COVID-19 begins to shift from being a pandemic to an endemic status, the changes wrought by the pandemic on services, facilities, and staffing are showing longevity. Like other


aspects of society, higher education institutions and libraries are finding themselves adjusting to shifts in opinions and practices that will outlast the pandemic itself.

**Facilities**

As COVID-based restrictions eased throughout late 2021, and library users and staff began to return to their campus locations, pre-pandemic routines and in-person services have been re-examined and modified. Whether related to internal management or user engagement, key methods of service delivery and information access have remained more firmly entrenched in the online arena. As researchers have begun studying the impact of the pandemic, some important themes affecting physical spaces have been emerging.81

Most importantly, COVID brought into sharper relief the connections—and disjunctions—between physical and online services as well as the disparities between well-resourced and less-resourced institutions. One recent assessment comparing the pre-pandemic and post-pandemic use of digital resources at three academic institutions found that digital services were not so much “increased” during the pandemic, but rather the inaccessibility of physical services placed much more emphasis and stress on existing digital services.82 At the same time, libraries noticeably altered their own staff management and communication methods, with stronger internal communication technologies and platforms being implemented by institutions. However, the rapid implementation of these changes in response to the pandemic have been documented as key stressors on staff and users.83 Looking forward, the pandemic has also prompted conversations about preparing for future pandemics and similar disruptions and fully integrating updated procedures into overall library operations.84

How existing physical spaces can best support these evolving user needs and service models will be a central concern for the next decade of facility planning and usage. A few trends appear to be shaping those conversations.

First, the deeper integration of digital services and databases will continue to re-shape library reliance on centralized, in-person settings as more service options remain permanently online or

---


become embedded in locations external to a centralized facility. Similar to commercial workplaces, libraries will likely be asked to even more rigorously assess how their spaces are actually being utilized going forward, to determine the “right size” for these needs, and to continue experimenting more with layouts and space configurations to support a diversity of acoustical, privacy, and technology needs. Allowing end users to reconfigure spaces, whether to create more quiet zones to ensure “visual and acoustic privacy” or more spontaneous small group study sessions with moveable whiteboards continues to be a driving concern. These changes could be supported by design techniques such as increased use of demountable partitions instead of permanent interior walls and more widely distributed power and IT infrastructures throughout common spaces.

Second, institutions will continue to examine their services from a resiliency perspective. Strengthening online capacity will be complemented by modifying facilities to provide core services on-site even if user and staff capacity are significantly reduced. Projects that are in the capital planning or design stages are looking at how to accommodate not only potential future health emergencies but also increasingly extreme weather events, water shortages, and other potential disruptions. Facilities will also be asked to more carefully consider the institution’s overall digital footprint and help provide a more integrated experience of both.

Space and use allocations are being more closely scrutinized, forcing architects, staff, administrators, and users to consider what is essential and look for ways to reclaim space for other uses. At the University of Missouri, for example, the administration is looking to reduce its general building space by 20% through demolition or divestment by 2024. The key drivers for this trend are reduced long-term operations and maintenance (O+M) costs as well as increased

---


efficiency of all campus facilities. One outcome from their effort has been an increase in their efficiency evaluations from triennially to yearly, as well as a shift of some portion of O+M costs onto individual academic and support units like the libraries.

With the move to a more digitally driven footprint, libraries are also more frequently evaluating the extents of their physical and digital collections, making increasingly difficult decisions about what and how much to support. Rising long-term operating costs for access to digital assets are leading some institutions to leverage interlibrary loan (ILL) and similar arrangements to help provide content without increasing their physical or financial footprints. Within their facilities, libraries continue to host more specialized programs, collections, and services as well as an increasing number of “partnering” arrangements that co-locate other campus services inside the physical library space. Richard Jones, an architect based in Salem, MA, notes these arrangements are not new but their recent emphasis can be attributed in part to the “…perception that libraries ‘don't need books’ and in part to the library looking to increase foot traffic and vitality to ensure future viability.”

Helping fuel this focus on space utilization and partnerships on the capital planning side, high levels of inflation continue to impact projects currently in planning, design, and construction as we head into 2023. From the Association of General Contractors (AGC), construction-related inflation appears to be continuing to rise and is not forecast to return to more historical norms even into 2024. According to the AGC, these increases are not only being driven by material price increases but also by increasing shortages in labor markets, especially for specific trade contractors.

Trying to balance all of these trends and concerns raises numerous questions for further consideration: What centralized, in-person resources are indispensable and what can be migrated fully online or more distributed physically throughout a campus? What kinds of technology gaps and digital divides among users are exposed by an increasing reliance on digital resources and services? How do institutions balance the need for appropriate physical space in an era of high
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inflationary pricing, while not becoming too reliant on digital assets over which there is less long-term financial control?

Staffing

The staffing landscape in today's academic libraries continues to evolve as COVID, budget restraints, work-life balance, remote and hybrid work opportunities (or lack thereof), toxic work environments, and job satisfaction issues affect those who are currently working or considering working in libraries. While some of these issues are not new to the profession, the response to them from leaders, managers, and employees is changing.

One of the more notable issues being discussed is staff burnout resulting from overwork and inadequate resources to do their best work. “The Great Resignation,” a term coined by Anthony Klotz to describe the millions of people in the U.S. who quit their jobs since the start of the pandemic, became a reality for many libraries to face. Some librarians moved on while others stayed and had to take on increased workloads. This has led to “quiet quitting,” another new workplace term that became popular in library blogs and social media circles. An alternative to resignation, quiet quitting involves opting out of tasks beyond one’s assigned duties and/or becoming less psychologically invested in work. Primary work responsibilities continue to be accomplished, but there is less willingness to engage in activities that require staying late, showing up early, or attending non-mandatory meetings.

As libraries looked to fill vacancies, many used this opportunity to redefine roles and recruit new job titles. Dankowski identified five emerging roles: sustainability librarian, user experience librarian, director of equity, diversity, and inclusion, open educational resources librarian, and data visualization librarian. These new roles reflect a greater emphasis on student needs and awareness of shifts in both institutional and societal culture.

The question of flexible work arrangements (FWA) has taken center stage in many academic libraries; onsite, remote, and hybrid options are being more frequently discussed by managers and requested by staff. These arrangements prompt questions about their impact on job satisfaction, recruitment and retention, performance and achievement, engagement, visibility,
and the use of library space, and research continues in these areas. At the same time, FWA have brought inequities among staff to the forefront—different employees may have more or less access to these arrangements based on their job responsibilities and the extent of their computer and internet access at home.\textsuperscript{100}

As library employees think about their futures and examine the pros and cons of librarianship as a profession, they are comparing salaries, benefits, flexible work arrangements, growth opportunities, work environment, and culture. As staff question whether they want to remain in libraries, leaders and managers are challenged to ensure that library culture reflects their mission, values, and priorities, and to assess how FWA are impacting that culture. Employers can provide staff with the necessary equipment to work remotely, but if they fail to engage staff, communicate value, and recognize contributions, employees will not be invested in the institution’s long-term success.\textsuperscript{101}

**Implications**

- Academic libraries will need to assess their space needs and consider repurposing library space in light of reduced in-person services, enhanced digital services, increased need for flexible user spaces, and expanded use of remote and hybrid work options.
- Library staff are embracing concepts like flexible work arrangements and work-life balance when seeking employment opportunities. Library administrators will need to focus on workplace culture to align it with library and staff values, improve inclusion and belonging, address workload and morale issues, and offer opportunities for growth and advancement to attract and retain employees.

**Scholarly Communication**

**Open Data and Data Maximization**

Scholarly communications have seen changes related to shifts in values and a focus on remote work brought on by the pandemic, as other areas have. While the speed of these shifts has been unprecedented, scholars and distributors both have worked to cope and have adapted somewhat


successfully to new hybrid conferences, data sharing precedents, and university-wide financial stressors.\textsuperscript{102}

While preprint servers (which contain scholarly works not yet published or peer-reviewed) are likely to continue growing, in part due to the pandemic consequence of slower than usual peer review,\textsuperscript{103} the National Institutes of Health (NIH) also made waves with its new requirements for the submission of a Data Management and Sharing Plan (DMS) with funding applications in order to maximize data sharing.\textsuperscript{104} Widespread data sharing related to COVID-19 research during the pandemic played a crucial role in vaccine creation,\textsuperscript{105} highlighting the value of such a policy and the importance of connection and collaboration within academic and scientific research.

Previously, the NIH requirements only applied to applications with $500,000 or more in costs per year; this new policy will expand the data covered by the requirements. Furthermore, it will support researchers in their thinking and planning related to the many complex facets of managing clinical and other research data.\textsuperscript{106} This move marks a broader trend, as numerous publishers provide guidelines for data sharing for submitted articles, or require data availability statements, which allow readers easier access to accompanying data if not included as supplemental material.\textsuperscript{107}

Similarly aiming to maximize public access to both publications and research data, the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) released a memo in August 2022 providing guidance to federal agencies that fund research and development. Commonly referred to as the “Nelson Memo,”\textsuperscript{108} it specifically recommends that all federal agencies update their public access policies in order to ensure that 1) all publications and supporting data produced by


\textsuperscript{106} Gonzales et al., “Ten Simple.”

\textsuperscript{107} Gonzales et al., “Ten Simple.”

their institution be able to be accessible for free public access “without an embargo,” 2) that they establish “transparent procedures” to ensure the integrity of the research through public access policy, and 3) that “equitable delivery of federally funded research results and data” is coordinated with the OSTP.109

While greater public accessibility and more thoughtful and sustainable data management practices are positive movements for scholarly communications on the surface, researchers have cited a variety of obstacles to the new policies. Issues include concerns with inadequate repository infrastructure, battling pre-held beliefs regarding data ownership and access, and the time commitment required for responsible application.110 Academic librarians will certainly be called upon in instances where researchers need assistance in planning, creating, and housing data management plans and data in the near future, and should be prepared to offer support and aid where appropriate.

New Roles and Tools

Scholars are requiring more support from librarians in new stages of their research process, in addition to still needing librarians to fill traditional roles such as locating and selecting source material. Michalak and Rysavy found that supports for researchers’ workflows was a top need on campus,111 and Gonzales et al. noted that librarians are more frequently providing the skills and services to support research throughout the entire lifecycle of a project, including data preparation, cleaning, and preservation.112 Consistent advancement of technological tools have also allowed librarians to take on new responsibilities and have also presented new opportunities for open access publishing and institutional repository improvements.113 Librarians’ parts in the wave of post-pandemic publishing have also been seen outside of academic circles, as some campuses such as the University of Washington have chosen to focus on bridging the gap between academia and the public by hosting community-engaged public events in collaboration with scholarly communication departments, subject liaisons, and commons spaces.114
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However, the new opportunities and experiences that technology has provided library workers and scholarly communications in general are not without issues in maintaining and sustaining such tools. Through various analyses, one study found a significant lack of consistency in DOI resolutions, noting that their findings “provide strong indicators that scholarly content providers reply to DOI requests differently.”\(^{115}\) As DOIs have increasingly become the standard for online identifiers within scholarly citations, more investigation is needed into the absence of consistency and the required maintenance to make DOIs as persistent and sustainable as possible.

**Implications**

- To meet increasing demands to share data, librarians have tremendous opportunities to advance research through the creation and integration of workflow support, data management tools, technical infrastructure, and social events to foster collaborations between different scholarly communities.
- Success in this area for libraries will depend on addressing many issues including: developing and maintaining repository architecture, supporting long-term preservation of and access to research data, and streamlining data management workflows for researchers.

**Library Collections**

Collection development and management continues to rapidly evolve. Academic libraries have recently witnessed an accelerated shift to digital spaces and services during the pandemic, an increased focus on diversity, equity, and inclusion in library collections, continued interest and experiments in controlled digital lending, and expanded shared print programs. As we pursue these opportunities and tackle challenges, libraries will need to strike an appropriate balance as “Key values of access, ownership, and preservation must be pragmatically managed within the boundaries of space, budgets, and licenses.”\(^{116}\)

**Accelerated Shift to eBooks & Digital Collections**

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, many academic libraries shifted their collecting strategies to focus on eBooks and digital collections in order to support remote learning. While libraries had already been steadily increasing the share of eBooks that they were purchasing, the


pandemic resulted in a more dramatic shift—eBook purchases grew from 54% of monograph acquisitions in FY20 to 69% in FY21.¹¹⁷ Many more libraries set their approval profiles to e-preferred, and there was increased use of evidence-based acquisition (EBA) and demand-drive acquisition (DDA) models. These trends are expected to continue.

In a recent survey of academic library staff, strong majorities reported that they expect e-resources acquisitions to continue increasing, special collections acquisitions to remain the same, and print acquisitions to continue declining.¹¹⁸ While this shift expanded access while libraries were closed and students were studying remotely, some librarians and researchers did not agree with this strategy and raised important concerns. The Seminar of the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials (SALALM) issued a resolution noting the impact of e-preferred policies on international collections and urging libraries to continue purchasing print books to support regional diversity in collections.¹¹⁹ Other organizations related to area studies endorsed the SALALM statement or crafted similar statements of their own. Other authors have noted concerns that EBA and DDA models could also have a negative impact on collecting diverse perspectives and voices.¹²⁰

As the digital shift accelerates, librarians with collection development and licensing duties need to assess many factors beyond the quality and relevance of the content including the availability of MARC records and usage statistics, purchase and access models, provisions for perpetual access, accessibility issues, and preservation mechanisms.¹²¹ As libraries and research methods evolve, licenses increasingly require language related to “text and data mining; Voluntary Product Accessibility Tests (VPATs); accessibility; confidentiality of user data; and standards for usage statistics including COUNTER and SUSHI” as well as “precautionary language for libraries facing budget constraints.”¹²²


¹²¹ Geuther et al., “Trends in Content Development.”

Diversity Audits

Academic libraries have recognized the need to better incorporate and highlight the voices of BIPOC and LGBTQIA2S+ communities within their collections. Collections staff have begun deeper discussions of strategies for assessing their collections and improving their collecting processes through the lens of diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility. One strategy that has emerged is the diversity audit. While diversity audits of library collections have a longer history in public and school libraries, they are a relatively new phenomenon in academic libraries.

Academic libraries can conduct diversity audits using a few different methodologies: comparing their collections and peer institution collections to diversity literary awards lists, using selected subject headings to conduct peer comparisons for benchmarking, and assessing a subset of the collection for author diversity in gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity, or other characteristics. As emphasized by Emerson and Lehman, it is important to rely on author self-identification or reliable secondary sources to determine these characteristics—making such determinations based on one’s own judgment would be highly problematic. For accountability, these must not be one-time projects. As Proctor notes, “Assessing the collection for content relating to under-represented groups should not be a one-time effort. Building and shaping library collections require ongoing, evolving assessments.” Auditing new acquisitions each year can provide both a smaller project for getting started and an opportunity to track progress on a library’s efforts to expand representation within their collections over time. Emerson & Lehman suggest recording this data when cataloging new items to make data collection each year more efficient.

Controlled Digital Lending

Operating under a legal framework outlined in A White Paper on Controlled Digital Lending of Library Books, controlled digital lending (CDL) enables libraries to loan digital copies of books to patrons in ways that are designed to leverage first sale and fair use rights while respecting copyright. Lending practices are designed to control access to the content and include the following requirements: “owned-to-loaned ratios are maintained, physical items are sequestered, specific time limits are placed on loans through the use of resource management
systems, and the technological solutions that are employed ensure that DRM [Digital Rights Management] protocols are in place.”

During the pandemic, many libraries have experimented with controlled digital lending through the HathiTrust Emergency Temporary Access Service or their own course reserve systems in order to meet researcher and student needs. Many library consortia and working groups have been studying controlled digital lending, considering it as a model for providing access to items requested through interlibrary loan, and starting to develop guidelines and standards. For example, the Mellon Foundation has provided funding to the National Information Standards Organization (NISO) to support the development of a recommended practice for controlled digital lending.

However, the legal rationale for this service has not yet been tested in court. As a pioneer in controlled digital lending, the Internet Archive developed systems to allow it to lend digital proxies for print books under strict restrictions aligned with emerging guidelines. The COVID-19 pandemic inspired the Internet Archive to launch the National Emergency Library in March 2020, temporarily lifting their owned-to-loaned limit in order to provide access to millions of books that could not otherwise be accessed while libraries were closed during lockdown. This action led a coalition of publishers to file a lawsuit, prompting the Internet Archive to close the National Emergency Library in June 2020 and once again limit access to one borrower at a time. Since then, the case has been working its way through the courts. Authors, legal scholars, professional organizations, and trade associations have been lining up on both sides of the argument in Hachette v. Internet Archive as both parties filed motions for summary judgment.

This case is poised to have profound implications for the future of controlled digital lending in libraries. Publisher arguments seem to target not just the National Emergency Library but also the underlying foundation of controlled digital lending itself. As described by the Chair of Library Futures, a project of NYU Law’s Engelberg Center, the case pits libraries’ traditional role in lending books that they own against the publishers’ desire to license eBooks on their terms. Yet, with the limits imposed by CDL, the digital loan has no more impact on the market
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than a physical loan. Currier and Centivany further document the arguments for and against controlled digital lending within the context of the U.S. and Canada, ultimately concluding “that the promise of the lending model should outweigh its potential risks. Applying ethical principles guided by the overarching policy motivating copyright law, we suggest that CDL initiatives must not be thwarted by the overzealous application of legal rules.”

Off-Site Storage, Shared Print & Collective Collections

Since Harvard implemented its high-density storage system in 1986, and California State University Northridge installed the first Automated Storage & Retrieval System in 1992, libraries have been utilizing these storage models to address space challenges. Some high-density storage facilities are for an individual institution, while others are consortial or collaborative; these facilities may also sometimes offer space to libraries outside the founding collaboration, as Texas A&M University and the University of Texas did with their Joint Library Facility in 2017. Where libraries originally used off-site storage as a way to create space for new acquisitions by storing low-use materials, they are increasingly used to clear shelves in order to reconfigure spaces for students, study, collaboration, and new services. As the collections in these facilities have grown, demand for the stored materials has also increased. As noted by Laskowski and Maddox Abbott regarding the facility at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, “Rather than warehousing a static collection of never-leaving library materials, Oak Street Library houses a vibrant, circulating collection of items.”

The shift of these high-density facilities from storage to service has also required new consideration of staffing models and workflows. However, even these high-density facilities are becoming poised to reach capacity. With little hope for more funding to build extensions, libraries will increasingly need to tackle the “unique challenges of deaccessioning materials from

---
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library storage” while also continuing to expand shared print programs to extend capacity.¹³⁷ This calls for more intentionality and collaboration in collection building and management across storage facilities in support of shared print programs and collective collections.

Collective collections, as defined by Lavoie, Dempsey, and Malpas, “are the combined holdings of a group of libraries, analyzed and possibly managed as a unified resource.” Put another way, “Collective collections are library collections at scale.”¹³⁸ Shared print initiatives are an essential and growing component of healthy collective collections. As digital access expanded, usage patterns shifted, and space needs multiplied, libraries turned to shared print programs to collaboratively secure the long-term retention of print materials. Just as libraries have long collaborated on collection development since they could not purchase everything on their own, they now collaborate on collection management because they cannot preserve everything on their own—but they can secure access to a broad and deep collection of materials together. Focused initially on serials through regional initiatives such as the Eastern Academic Scholars’ Trust (EAST), Florida Academic Libraries Repository (FLARE), and Western Regional Storage Trust (WEST), shared print programs have expanded to include monographs through initiatives like the HathiTrust Shared Print Program, which has secured commitments for the long-term retention of 18 million items representing 5.4 million unique titles.¹³⁹ As these shared print programs have grown, national organizations such as the Rosemont Shared Print Alliance¹⁴⁰ and the Partnership for Shared Book Collections¹⁴¹ have emerged to facilitate collaboration and coordinate recommended practices. -

Working groups are currently investigating and developing best practices related to resource sharing, retention periods, numbers of copies, discovery and disclosure of items, and more. In particular, metadata standards and accurate metadata have emerged as core elements within these programs. As stated by Lavoie, Dempsey, and Malpas, “The value of collective collections is inextricably linked to data comprehensiveness and quality.”¹⁴² Libraries are making decisions about what to retain based on information in records for items in shared print collections, and shared print initiatives are striving to retain an optimal number of


copies. Therefore, it is essential to have accurate metadata so people can feel confident in their retention and withdrawal decisions. Inventories can be one tool for improving the accuracy of contributor records in order to increase confidence when items are incorporated into shared print collections, and work has also been done to develop and enhance tools for collections analysis to support shared print collaborations. Such work on guidelines, standards, and tools is expected to continue.

Implications

- Incorporating diversity audits strategically into the workflows of cataloging, acquisitions, or other aspects of collection management may serve as a tangible way for academic librarians to advance equity, diversity, inclusivity, and accessibility.
- E-preferred monograph acquisition models will require libraries to resolve sharing-related challenges, for example providing access to full eBooks through interlibrary loan.
- Libraries should monitor developments related to controlled digital lending, specifically the outcome of the Hachette v Internet Archive case, while preparing to experiment with this emerging service.
- Space constraints and shared print collaborations call for libraries to adopt a more intentional approach to building and managing collections in their high-density and off-site storage facilities. Libraries should monitor and participate in the development of emerging shared print standards and guidelines.

Emerging Technologies

Digital Transformation

The term "digital transformation" was coined in 2011 by the consulting firm Capgemini, in partnership with MIT. Betsy Reinitz, EDUCAUSE’s director of enterprise information technology (IT) programs describes digital transformation as “the process of optimizing a college or university through shifts in culture, workforce and technology” to deploy digital solutions that


enable an institution’s mission and goals serving students and the community.\textsuperscript{146} Digital technologies associated with data analytics are intrinsic parts of streamlining processes and improvement of operational efficiency in the work of organizations. Nonetheless, security\textsuperscript{147} and privacy\textsuperscript{148} concerns still exist. Digital transformation can also be about doing things differently—creating a new business or operational model by using modern information and computer technologies. It leverages existing knowledge to change the essence of an organization—its culture, management strategy, technological mix, and operational setup.\textsuperscript{149} It also improves the user experience as expectations around products and services change.\textsuperscript{150,151}

Dobrica Savić notes that digital transformation necessitates the library workforce of tomorrow to develop new competencies including “Digital literacy or technical knowledge” and “Transdisciplinary approach[es]” where previous tasks concerning collecting and processing materials are left to harvesting software tools or evaluating information is primarily accomplished through Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms.\textsuperscript{152} Savić notes that some researchers see the possibility of a major change in libraries where they have highly automated collections of electronic texts manipulated by sophisticated AI-based applications, offering text understanding and interpretation, aggregation of ideas, intelligent argumentation, and complex presentation of existing concepts.\textsuperscript{153} Technology may fundamentally alter standard services and resources offered by libraries.

The digital transformation perspective places technology at the core of an organizational strategy; yet it is nonetheless "about changing personal beliefs and organizational culture"\textsuperscript{154} where people can use technology as a way to meet the goals they had previously set. It is not technology that drives change; it is the people who know how to use digital technology, create IT
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sustainable solutions, and leverage existing knowledge collaboratively to make their work more impactful.

Organizations have adopted and integrated new digital technologies to add greater value to their services. Technological developments, such as big data, artificial intelligence, machine learning, automation,\textsuperscript{155} data analytics, blockchain, augmented reality and the Internet of Things are a few technologies driving transformative change.\textsuperscript{156} These enablers may likely have a profound impact on how academic departments and administrators strategize about the future of research, student learning, and service.

Deja, Rak, and Bell state that “Academic librarians have become important actors in the context of digital transformation.”\textsuperscript{157} In response to the pandemic, academic librarians had to adapt to online education as they began to work remotely. They emerged “as experts, collaborators, and connectors to services and resources across the university.”\textsuperscript{158} Times were also difficult for teaching faculty at universities, who needed to adopt new ways of engaging with students and assessing learning, as well as technologies to teach online.\textsuperscript{159} In light of this environment, digital transformation has emerged as an opportunity for “academic research libraries [that] have moved to working more collaboratively with users.”\textsuperscript{160} At a high level, it raises the question of how to maintain the adequate balance between supporting operational stability and seeking innovative solutions to enhance services in alignment with the organization’s strategic plan. And, “for many academic libraries, the biggest challenge has been the transfer of comprehensive information services to the online space.”\textsuperscript{161}

Advances in hardware and software technologies and products, such as cloud services, computing processing power, and automation systems can have a transformational impact on
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organizations, including higher education. In the face of these challenges, determinants for successfully executing digital transformation strategies and planning lie in an organization's ability to configure the right team of people who have the skills and qualities to work together and who can bring change. At the same time, it can make people skeptical about the future of their work when digital technologies reshape the workplace and change organizational structures.

Learning Analytics

Data continues to have an ever-increasing impact on higher education institutions, both in the function of the institution and the research produced therein. Big data and learning analytics attempt to inform “admission decisions, retention and enrollment management, student life and engagement, academic and career advising, student learning and assessment, and academic program planning.” This section will discuss the impact data has on the digital transformations of higher education institutions and the need for more intensive scrutiny of learning analytics practices.

The Society for Learning Analytics Research defines learning analytics as “the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs.” Due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, many institutions have invested more heavily in online learning management systems, which offer the ability to collect data on student learning and
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learning habits. Higher education institutions are generating massive datasets that can be analyzed and used to their benefit by focusing on data-informed digital transformations.

One way institutions use learning analytics is to offer real-time student support by “collecting, analyzing, and providing feedback on a variety of campus educational data.” In this way, professors and academic leaders can track student performance and attempt to intervene before failure, therefore boosting student success metrics like retention rates as well as student well-being. Umer et al. states that “Predicting student performance is one of the most researched topics of EDM [Educational Data Mining].” Data and learning management systems can use both “past performance” measures and attendance tracking to identify students who are at risk of failing or receiving poor marks in time for teachers to potentially intervene.

However, there are concerns about the invasiveness of collecting such data: “learning analytics opens up a student's life to granular examination in ways that clearly challenge existing professional norms, policies, and privacy protection”. Institutions have to be conscious of the way they interact with these students: “when crudely done [interventions] can discourage students so much that they drop out, and may disproportionately discourage students who are first-generation or who don’t feel as welcome in a college environment.” Studies have found that the use of learning analytics as a proactive measure, like messaging students directly about the possibility of failing a class or other forms of communication with specific student populations, can feel invasive or discriminatory. Predictions and analyses from big data sets can mirror or further racial, socio-economic, or other biases already present in such data. Paris et al. state that “learning technology in higher education is a site of critical concern, binding together issues of technocratic rationality, privacy, and surveillance,” citing sources to reinforce
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the findings that “both historical and contemporary surveillance technologies are deployed on less powerful groups to control these groups and extract economic value from them.”\textsuperscript{175}

Using big data and analytics can potentially help institutions gain a better understanding on how students succeed academically and what affects their ability to learn. However, in order to ensure positive outcomes, Paris et al. suggest that institutions create “more robust intellectual property protections for students and instructors, and greater institutional transparency in all dealings, especially when it comes to student data.”\textsuperscript{176} As the academic library finds its role in this process, it is important to recognize that learning analytics can be seen as extending on traditional styles of assessment practiced in the library and that “to not participate in learning analytics may limit a library’s ability to serve students’ educational interests.”\textsuperscript{177} Since librarians are traditionally sensitive to privacy concerns and intellectual freedom, this change in assessment and evaluation style will necessitate an expansion of librarians’ skill sets and responsibilities.

Academic libraries are expected to be at the forefront of supporting educational and research needs, a challenge which “triggers not only the expansion of traditional library services, but also leads to adoption of a set of new roles and responsibilities,” including, but not limited to data management plan assistance, research data management, expansion of data literacy qualifications of existing personnel, and integrating the research and educational process into library services.\textsuperscript{178} Jones and Hinchliffe conclude their study by recognizing “important professional problems: a gap in privacy literacy, loose ethical guardrails depending on research or evaluation practices, and a need for more training.”\textsuperscript{179} In addition to spearheading movements towards Open Educational Resources (OERs), Open Access (OA), OA Publishing, and more, libraries are expected to work with institutional research data repositories and provide access to datasets generated on campus. In a research report published in 2022, Ruediger et al. found that, “quantitative data has gained stature as perhaps the most critical information literacy, the need for libraries to expand the support they provide for data and quantitative literacies has become acute.”\textsuperscript{180}
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Blockchain

Khan et al. defined blockchain technology as “a distributed and decentralized public digital ledger, which is employed to save dynamic transaction data and static records across several computers so that each record could not be modified retroactively without the collusion of the network and alteration of all subsequent blocks.” Still used in cryptocurrency and various other applications including healthcare and voting systems, blockchain technology attempts to provide secure, persistent, reliable, transparent, and decentralized data transfer capabilities.

There have been myriad recent applications to libraries. LibChan is a blockchain-based Distributed Library Management System used to loan physical materials. Patrons can provide the library books directly to other library users without bringing a physical book back to the library. Ethereum is a platform that supports cryptocurrency but can also be used for building blockchain-based smart contracts to lend and borrow books using a web application. Lee’s team proposed a new e-book circulation system which uses an Ethereum blockchain network to store sensitive data and provide a user-friendly reading experience in multiple devices.

Additionally, Publica is a platform using blockchain technology to innovate how books are funded, distributed, and read by offering “author-centric peer-to-peer financial relations” between authors and supporters. There is Orvium, a blockchain-based Scholarly Publications & Digital Rights Management platform. Anyone can register and publish on Orvium, receive tokens, and create a unique, verifiable record accessible to anyone with the goal to help researchers publish faster and expand scholarly networks. Finally there is ARTiFACTS, a blockchain-based platform for researchers to securely and permanently record scientific and scholarly artifacts right within their workflow from the earliest stages of research with the aim for researchers to secure the provenance of their work.

---
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Future applications for blockchain technology are myriad, but most blockchain application projects in libraries are still in the development phase. The following applications tend to be more promising and could be implemented in libraries soon. Blockchain technology could assist access services and interlibrary loan programs become more efficient through better records management.\(^\text{189}\) It may also allow new distributed, large-scale metadata systems\(^\text{190}\) and peer-to-peer sharing of digital contents.\(^\text{191}\)

**Artificial Intelligence**

Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools and services have been growing rapidly. Of particular note are ChatGPT and Dall-E, both products of the company OpenAI, which states that “OpenAI’s mission is to ensure that artificial general intelligence (AGI)—by which we mean highly autonomous systems that outperform humans at most economically valuable work—benefits all of humanity.”\(^\text{192}\) As of early 2023 these tools are open to the public but will be monetized later.\(^\text{193}\) Dall-E can create unique images and make realistic edits to existing images—all from providing natural language prompts like “a stained glass window depicting a robot.” Another image generating AI system, Midjourney, created surprisingly beautiful and realistic images from a prompt involving avant-garde filmmaker Alejandro Jodorowsky and the movie Tron—eliciting many questions about aesthetics, art, authorship, and human creativity.\(^\text{194}\)

The AI tool ChatGPT can also be given natural language prompts like “write a haiku about driving to work” or “write 400 words about the relationship between Hamlet and Gertrude” and provide text responses with sometimes surprisingly accurate and seemingly human responses. It can also input natural language prompts and output code or respond to tasks like pretending to offer career advice. The implications of a widely available AI system that can plausibly produce human text is already causing disruption in academia and education broadly. The International
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Conference on Machine Learning (ICML) announced a policy that “Papers that include text generated from a large-scale language model (LLM) such as ChatGPT are prohibited unless the produced text is presented as a part of the paper’s experimental analysis.”

New York City’s Department of Education blocked access to ChatGPT on its network. Instructors in schools like Rutgers and George Washington University are phasing out assignments that are take-home, open-book, or use prompts like “write five pages about X” in response to the ability of ChatGPT to help students accomplish such learning activities. Other educators are embracing ChatGPT as a tool to improve students’ writing.

Worth noting is that ChatGPT falls prey to an issue scientists label as “hallucination” where ChatGPT has no conception of what is actually true or real— with OpenAI warning users that ChatGPT “may occasionally generate incorrect information.” Gary Marcus, Professor Emeritus at New York University has stated that ChatGPT is not an AI that will revolutionize many disciplines but a master of pastiche and mimicry. More troubling is the ability for ChatGPT to take prompts relating to misinformation about healthcare and provide text output citing statistics and a journal article from the Journal of the American Medical Association when no such article or statistics exist. Propagandists and state-sponsored misinformation and disinformation campaigns could potentially become much cheaper and easier to flood social media channels creating “a world in which we are unable to know what we can trust.”
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Google, Microsoft, and various Silicon Valley companies are investing heavily into comparable AI tools. The Digital News Project report quotes a research firm which estimates that automated or semi-automated media will produce “25% of all internet data” in the next few years.

**Implications**

- Federally funded research institutions are required to make all research publications and datasets publicly accessible by 2025 and libraries have tremendous potential to provide meaningful and lasting leadership in this area.
- Academic libraries can be an important transformative force in supporting digital transformation in terms of digital change at universities with consequences for online instruction, library operations, and digital resources and services.
- Academic librarians are increasingly required to gain skills beyond the traditional qualifications to include knowledge involving data and learning analytics, research data services, open educational resources, and digital publishing.
- While blockchain technology is in its early stages and faces numerous challenges regarding privacy, complexity, cost, and scalability, academic librarians that develop the technical expertise, policy, and training could lead future developments in metadata, research data, acquisitions, and other areas.
- While generative and providing unique images and text outputs, recent AI technology can also be used for unethical applications like spreading misinformation and disinformation. There may be opportunities in academic librarianship to address these challenges through research, pedagogical interventions, policy development, or in facilitating interdisciplinary scholarly dialogue on the subject.

**Conclusion**

The trends of higher education continue to shape the contours of academic librarianship. Concerns of equity, diversity, inclusivity, and accessibility have become less a distinct grouping of concepts and instead are becoming intermeshed with various dimensions of research, learning, and service. The same trend exists in academic libraries as DEIA concepts are becoming more infused in pedagogy, collection, staffing, and so on.
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Yet the relationship between higher education and academic libraries cuts both ways. The topics and currents identified in this report all provide opportunities for academic libraries to make their mark on higher education. The past few years have provided increasingly more junctures for academic libraries to develop policy, practices, theory, and research in new and emerging areas of higher education. While this requires librarians to develop new knowledge, skills, and abilities—this also means that academic librarians can make important, discrete contributions on topics like political polarization, open data requirements, AI, and myriad other areas.

Yet such innovation and impact have a cost. Library administrators will need to set priorities among these potential opportunities in order to ensure sustainable workloads for increasingly limited staffing. Devoting time and resources to pursuing new avenues will need to be evaluated in terms of the opportunity cost of providing fewer resources to existing, and perhaps successful, core responsibilities, services, and resources. The 2023 Environmental Scan aimed to help administrators and practitioners alike to make informed decisions concerning the most critical intersections of higher education and academic libraries.
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